MATERIAL FOR GENERATIONS
Suitable for Roofing, Facade Cladding, Roof Drainage Systems
and Architectural Details

BETTER LIVING WITH RHEINZINK

Relax, read, daydream, write letters that are long overdue …
activities that exude calm, peace, and wellbeing. Take a few moments to retreat into your own space
and be at one with yourself.
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Zinc is a Cornerstone of Life.
As is RHEINZINK.
Zinc is everywhere – it is a natural part of
our environment; a cornerstone of life.
For decades now, zinc has played a ma
jor role on the international architectural
scene as the main component of an inno
vative contemporary building material:
RHEINZINK – an alloy consisting of
99.995 % primary zinc and precisely
defined amounts of copper and titanium.
The name is synonymous with quality and
lasting value in the construction field.
With RHEINZINK architecture becomes
gains in value.

Are you planning to install a new roof, a
drainage system or facade cladding?
How about adding tasteful features to
roof dormers, chimneys, canopies, roof
edges or other building components?
RHEINZINK makes it easy. The natural
material is absolutely beautiful, ecolo
gical and offers protection for genera
tions to come. Thanks to the exceptional
processing properties and superb skills
of the sheet metal and roofing trades,
your ideas can be implemented cost-

effectively, securely and durably with
RHEINZINK. You have the choice be
tween the product ranges RHEINZINK
CLASSIC, RHEINZINKprePATINA and
RHEINZINKartCOLOR. If you decide
to go with prePATINA bluegrey or rath
er graphitegrey, you’ll have the elegant
look of a finished zinc patina from day
one, without having to compromise the
positive properties of a natural surface.
When will RHEINZINK become a cor
nerstone in your life?

RHEINZINK is a Material that will last for Generations!
Timeless Beauty – not shortlived Trends.

One of the most satisfying things about being a homeowner is the privilege to express one’s individuality
through architecture. This is best achieved independent of passing trends or fads. Using a timeless material
such as RHEINZINK is also a contributing factor.
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The roof provides protection from wind
and weather and, as the most visible ele
ment of style – is an important expression
of personal taste. With RHEINZINK, you
are setting an example of guaranteed
functionality and aesthetics for decades.
Even your children’s children will enjoy
it!

Classical elegance or contemporary
avant-garde: RHEINZINK roofs are sty
listically flexible, of timeless beauty and
blend harmoniously into every archi
tectural environment. Not only do they
strike an impression with their timeless
beauty, but especially with their sustain
able and economically beauty. A deci
sion made for future generations.

RHEINZINK is more than just a Facade.
Quality for Life. And Quality of Life.

Nothing beats the feeling of coming home – of entering into a world that reflects those things
which you hold dear. Why not create a world like this for yourself?
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The facade: it is the front of your home
and represents your personal style. It is
here that the use of trendsetting materials
opens up creative design possibilities.
RHEINZINK facades create buildings
with character. The facade becomes an
architectural calling card.
When will you realize your dream life
with RHEINZINK?

Regardless of the style you choose:
RHEINZINK facades have a timeless
beauty; they are maintenance-free and
offer secure protection for decades. Solu
tions for every taste are possible.
Even if you choose not to go with a
RHEINZINK facade, you can use RHEIN
ZINK to accentuate roof dormers, chim
neys, canopies, balconies or gables.
RHEINZINK is more than just a facade:
it is a significant design element. A bit of
quality of life … and … quality for life.
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The RHEINZINK-Roof Drainage System.
Lasting Quality – Piece by Piece!
Even a roof drainage system can be
beautiful – it just depends on the material.
With a roof drainage system in CLASSIC
bright rolled, prePATINA bluegrey or
graphitegrey, the rainwater drainage
itself achieves an aesthetic value. All of
the over 500 products included in this
system are 100 % RHEINZINK. They are
neither galvanized nor coated, but solid
through and through. A decision made in
favour of RHEINZINK, means that you
will have access to a perfectly coordi
nated product assortment from one
source. With RHEINZINK, the roof drain
age system becomes an expression of
architectural design.
When will you decide on a 100% solu
tion?

More than the sum of its parts:
1 Halfround gutter
2 Eaves profile
3 Leaf guard
4 Snap-lock fixing rail/
		 snap-lock bracket
5 Gutter stop end
6 Gutter corner
7 Plug-in gutter outlet
8 Extended pipe bend
9 Pipe bend
10	Universal-downpipe bracket with
lightning conductor clip
11 Rainwater collector
12	Patented high-frequency
welded downpipe
13 Cover sleeve
14 Standpipe
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Naturally, RHEINZINK is ecological!
You are building with Nature!
Environmental compatibility and the sus
tainable use of building products are
becoming more and more relevant. This
has always been of great importance to
RHEINZINK. Ecological measures are
implemented right from the start: energy
consumption is extremely low during raw
material extraction and processing.
RHEINZINK is exceptionally durable
and is 100% recyclable.

Very few building materials have a com
parably positive, ecological balance like
RHEINZINK. After comprehensive evalu
ation of its entire life cycle – raw material
extraction, processing, utilization and
recycling – this natural material was de
clared an environmentally compatible
building product according to DIN ISO
14025, Type III, by an independent
Board of the German Institute Construc

tion and Environment. The utilization of
RHEINZINK contributes to resource con
servation and thus to environmental pro
tection. With RHEINZINK, you’re build
ing with nature.
Would you like to learn more about
natural building with RHEINZINK? Give
us a call! We will gladly let you know
about the ecologically certified unique
full-value material.

Build with trust. With a material which has proven itself both from a construction as well as an aesthetic
point of view. A material that is timeless and that meets the requirements of sustainable building thanks
to its extraordinary ecological balance.
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CLASSIC

artCOLOR

ONE BRAND – 3 PRODUCT LINES
A perfect solution
for every requirement

RHEINZINK-CLASSIC
The natural material
in its most original form

RHEINZINK-artCOLOR
Unlimited design in a variety of
colours

To give you even more design freedom,
we offer our material in three different
product lines and in numerous finishes.
You get the perfect solution for every
requirement with the trusted RHEIN
ZINK quality. All products exceed the
high standards of EN 988 and the TÜV
QUALITY ZINC criteria. The high level
of manufacture is guaranteed by con
stant inspections and extensive labora
tory tests. On this double page, we have
summarised the characteristic features of
our three product lines. On request, we
will gladly send you samples of material.

RHEINZINK-CLASSIC is the most origi
nal of all material options. The bright
rolled version has proven itself for over
50 years of application. Depending
on the weather conditions, over time a
typical blue-grey patina is formed on the
naturally shiny metallic surface. The pati
na gradually becomes more and more
distinctive and develops a unique surface
character.

RHEINZINKartCOLOR is the coloured
version for roofing and facade cladding.
A durable coating allows a wide range
of colours and opens up a variety of
design options for architects, planners,
builders and trade customers. Classical
ly elegant, contemporary avantgarde,
contrasting or toneontone. If you have
a special colour requirement, we will
be happy to produce RHEINZINKart
COLOR in the shade of your choice.

Surface quality:
RHEINZINK-CLASSIC® bright rolled

RHEINZINK-CLASSIC, RHEINZINK-prePATINA and RHEINZINK-artCOLOR
are registered trademarks of RHEINZINK GmbH & Co. KG

Surface qualities:
RHEINZINKartCOLOR® black-grey
RHEINZINKartCOLOR® purewhite
RHEINZINKartCOLOR® pearlgold
RHEINZINKartCOLOR® mossgreen
RHEINZINKartCOLOR® nutbrown
RHEINZINKartCOLOR® blue
RHEINZINKartCOLOR® tilered

prePATINA

THE WORLD'S ONLY NATURALLY
PRE-WEATHERED SURFACES
Only RHEINZINK has a special process
in which the blue-grey or graphite-grey
colour of the natural patina is achieved
naturally in production. As the inventors,
we called this unique pickling process
“pre-weathering“. Virtually impercep
tible to the human eye, atmospheric in
fluences over time create a natural pro
tective patina that reliably protects the
product. In production, any use of arti
ficial coatings, varnishes or phosphating
is avoided completely. The prePATINA
line products are the only ready-made
natural surfaces in the entire global zinc
construction market.

Natural weathering compensates for
any installation-related scratches. Only
the RHEINZINK-prePATINA and the
RHEINZINK-CLASSIC lines offer this
self-healing effect. They are environ
mentally friendly and absolutely mainte
nance-free.
100 % SELF-HEALING
100 % MAINTENANCE-FREE
Only available from RHEINZINK

Surface qualities:
RHEINZINK-prePATINA® blue-grey
RHEINZINK-prePATINA® graphite-grey

Only RHEINZINK with its CLASSIC and prePATINA line
offers three entirely natural material options made with titanium zinc!
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